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Abstract 
The UK JISC-funded Content Lifecycle Integration Framework (CLIF) project has explored the 
management of digital content throughout its lifecycle from creation through to preservation or 
disposal.  Whilst many individual systems offer the capability of carrying out lifecycle stages to 
varying degrees, CLIF recognised that only by facilitating the movement of content between systems 
could the full lifecycle take advantage of systems specifically geared towards different stages of the 
digital lifecycle.  The project has also placed the digital repository at the heart of this movement and 
has explored this through carrying out integrations between Fedora and Sakai, and Fedora and 
SharePoint.  This article will describe these integrations in the context of lifecycle management and 
highlight the issues discovered in enabling the smooth movement of content as required. 
Keywords: repositories; integration; digital preservation; content lifecycle 
Introduction 
At the heart of meeting institutional needs for managing digital content is the need to understand 
the different activities that the content goes through, from planning and creation through to 
disposal or preservation.  Digital content is created using a variety of authoring tools.  Once created 
the content is often stored somewhere different, made accessible in possibly more than one way, 
altered as required, and then moved for deletion or preservation at an appropriate point.  Different 
systems can be involved at different stages: one of these may be a repository.  To embed 
repositories in the content lifecycle, and prevent them becoming yet another content silo within the 
institution, they thus need to be integrated with other systems that support other parts of this 
lifecycle.  In this way the content can be moved between systems as required, minimising the 
constraints of any one system. 
The CLIF (Content Lifecycle Integration Framework) Project was a two-year joint venture between 
Library and Learning Innovation (LLI)
2
 at the University of Hull and the Centre for e-Research 
(CeRch)
3
 at King’s College, London. Funded by a grant from the Joint Information Systems 
Committee (JISC)
4
 in the UK, the work was completed in the spring of 2011.  The project set out to 
explore the digital content lifecycle in the context of users’ work with two content management 
systems used predominantly in different parts of a University, Microsoft SharePoint
5
 and the 
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learning management system/virtual learning environment Sakai
6
, and to investigate how these 
could be made to interoperate with the Fedora Commons repository application
7
.  Each of these 
systems provides management of digital content yet they approach this from different perspectives 
and fulfil different purposes at different parts in the lifecycle; how might some form of integration 
allow users to manage their content more effectively?  Sakai, Microsoft SharePoint and Fedora 
Commons were chosen as being of particular interest on the campuses of the two partner 
institutions. 
The project commenced with a literature review (Awre 2010) focusing on the digital content lifecycle 
and how this might be applied across different systems.  In parallel, the project team worked with 
creators of digital content at the two partner universities to develop an understanding of how they 
might like to deal with authoring, collaboration, delivery and potential preservation of their work in 
a world where transfer between SharePoint and Fedora, one the one hand, and Sakai and Fedora on 
the other was possible.  At the University of Hull several of the staff interviewed were already 
familiar with the idea of a repository being part of a workflow having previously contributed to the 
work of the RepoMMan
8
 and REMAP
9
 projects which explored this area. (Green, Dolphin, Awre and 
Sherratt 2007; Green and Awre 2008; Green and Awre 2009)  
Once this initial phase of the project was complete, the project team set out to design and produce 
open source, and where possible standards-based, software that would allow this transfer of 
content between systems in order to meet the lifecycle requirements expressed by the potential 
users.  Following an initial technical review, the software was designed in such a way that it appears 
to be a natural extension of Sakai and SharePoint and thus to allow maximum flexibility for users to 
transfer content between the systems at what they consider to be their point of need.   
Managing the Lifecycle  
Pennock (2007), in research carried out at UKOLN, identified the following reasons why management 
of the lifecycle of digital content is necessary. 
• Digital materials are fragile and susceptible to change from technological advances 
throughout their life cycle, i.e. from creation onwards;  
• Activities (or lack of) at each stage in the life cycle directly influence our ability to manage 
and preserve digital materials in subsequent stages;  
• Reliable re-use of digital materials is only possible if materials are curated in such a way that 
their authenticity and integrity are retained.” 
Long (2003), in a presentation to the Common Solutions Group, describes the benefit of using a 
lifecycle approach to help manage the digital landscape: different content types have different 
lifespans, and thus are best managed through understanding these lifespans.  Rusbridge (2005) 
highlights that there are usually multiple lifecycles acting in tandem, and these need to be managed 
in relation to each other.  Digital preservation investigations (notably the Blue Ribbon Task Force on 
Sustainable Digital Preservation and Access, 2008) have suggested that effective preservation needs 
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to take account of the lifecycle of the content: preservation actions can be carried out at all stages of 
a lifecycle.  Ross and Hedstrom (2005) flip this round and emphasise the benefit of digital 
preservation taking place “in the context of a lifecycle.”   
Wu and Liu (2001) had proposed an early model of how systems can support the management of the 
digital content lifecycle, enabling stages within this to be automated using a calendaring solution.  
Deegen (2001) highlights that digital content needs more careful attention in order to get the most 
out of it, and that using a lifecycle approach and implementing this within appropriate systems can 
allow the content to be used and managed as best it can.  The European Task Force on Permanent 
Access (now the Alliance for Permanent Access) reiterates the first of the points highlighted by 
Pennock in 2007 in its Strategic Action Programme 2006-10, reporting that the “life of a digital text is 
determined by the information carrier and by the hardware and software that make it accessible to 
users. These means of storage and intermediaries are very vulnerable and have short lives.”  
Inevitably taking a preservation viewpoint of managing this problem, the proposed solution, which 
the Task Force went on to explore in detail, was the transfer of the bits and bytes to a new carrier.  
Tzitzikas (2007) describes the ubiquity of dependency in systems in managing the lifecycle, whilst 
Ioannidis et al. (2005), identify the stages of user interaction with systems that can be applied at 
each part of the lifecycle.  The limitation of using only a single system was highlighted by the Rights 
and Rewards project at Loughborough University (Bates et al., 2006).   
Away from the specifically technical aspects of managing the digital lifecycle, it is important to be 
clear about the rights associated with content at each stage of the lifecycle (Pauli 2009) and having 
effective policy for the management of content throughout its lifecycle is also advised (Erpanet 
2003).  The use of standards throughout the lifecycle management of content is very much also 
supported, particularly by the Digital Curation Centre
10
.  
Case studies 
The CLIF project studied the content lifecycle for different types of content as they are used for the 
purposes of research, teaching and administration in higher education. In particular, we were 
interested in determining requirements for moving content across different systems within the 
institution and the extent to which the repository could provide a staging post for content at 
intermediate stages of the lifecycle. 
Interviews were conducted with staff at the University of Hull and King’s College London to 
investigate their current and future information management requirements. The staff interviewed 
included department heads, records managers, archivists, academic researchers in environmental 
science, biophysics and war studies, and lecturers in engineering. 
These were distilled into a set of requirements and exemplary scenarios that were used as the basis 
for the technical integration work. Sample scenarios reflecting uses cases for CLIF covering the areas 
of teaching, research and administration are described in the following subsections. 
Examinations and tests 
The management of content relating to examinations and online tests is a ubiquitous scenario for 
higher education institutions. Examination papers are typically stored and prepared in systems such 
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as SharePoint. Exam papers undergo a review process, which is currently carried out via email with 
the moderators, but could in the future be implemented as a SharePoint approval workflow. The 
exam materials themselves represent an output, for which the institutional repository is used as the 
final store for access and preservation. The deposit can be automated by linking it to the approval 
workflow. The exam materials are initially deposited in a folder with restricted access. Following the 
exam, the materials are made public as a resource for students studying for exams in subsequent 
years. 
Exams and tests that are performed or made available online are moved to the learning 
management system (Sakai) for completion by the students. Student marks are again retained for 
several years in order to answer requests for references by employers and potential appeals by the 
candidates. Hence the marks and student solutions are retained in a private area in the repository.  
Finally, administrators and teaching staff need to have access to the exams to perform analysis, 
which is typically performed in SharePoint. SharePoint provides convenient tools for sharing 
documents and controlling access, as well as Excel spreadsheet integration. The spreadsheets and 
associated materials are similarly deposited in the repository for future reference. 
Research papers and datasets 
Many researchers use collaboration systems such as SharePoint or Sakai for preparation of academic 
papers, as they enable editing by multiple authors, access management and version control. Once a 
publication or preprint is completed, it can be deposited in the public institutional repository. 
SharePoint in particular is also suitable for storing materials such as raw experimental data sets and 
image collections that need to be shared across research teams and are too large to be sent by 
email. Many funding councils and journals are demanding that research data associated to 
publications should be retained for 10 years or more, and increasingly also demanding that the 
datasets be shareable. Datasets required only for internal use or associated to unpublished work can 
be retained in repository folders with restricted access. When journal papers appear, the associated 
data can be deposited in public repository folders. Approval by heads of department or research 
groups is sometimes required before a paper can be moved into the public domain. 
Providing the capability for researchers to search and retrieve documents from repositories is 
essential to support their research. Researchers require the ability to browse specific collections, 
search for documents by fields such as title and author as well as carrying out keyword searches on 
the full contents of textual documents. For users of SharePoint and Sakai, providing repository 
integration enables direct import of the documents into their workspace. 
Administrative documents 
Preparation of policy documents is typically a task performed by several staff, for which a 
collaboration system such as SharePoint or Sakai is suitable. In particular, version control is required 
to manage the editing process, and approval workflows to obtain sign-off of the resulting outputs.  
Many administrators currently use email for exchanging live documents, resulting in a large number 
of versions in circulation that are on occasions being worked on simultaneously. Approved policy 
documents are deposited as a matter of procedure to a public area of the institutional repository, 
from where they can be referenced by other systems and end users. Policy documents are 
periodically updated, requiring retrieval to another system where they can be edited before re-
submission to the repository.  
Technical review and design 
Development of the software for CLIF started with a technical review (Awre, Green, Thompson and 
Waddington 2010).  The purpose of this work was to understand the rich and often complex 
functionality available to us in the various systems under investigation, how and where content 
transfer between them might best be achieved to support users’ needs, and to determine what 
standards might be used effectively in the process. 
Selection of systems 
The systems selected for investigation with the CLIF project were chosen because of their role in the 
management of digital content from different perspectives within a University. 
• Sakai needs to hold content to inform learning activities, and enable remote teaching.  It can 
also be applied in research space and provide access to research materials. 
• Microsoft SharePoint is a generic platform that can be applied to the development and 
sharing of content.  It is often associated with the management of administrative functions 
and the workflow associated with these, though there is use of the system in teaching and 
research contexts 
• Fedora provides a repository platform that can be applied to any digital content 
management use case required. 
Each of the three applications is of mature design and thus offered a number of versions as starting 
points: some proven and stable, others somewhat newer.  In the event, and notwithstanding the 
fact that a new release of SharePoint emerged during the course of the project (SharePoint 2010), 
the team focused its efforts around the following, and developed our integration software for these 
accordingly: 
• Sakai 2.6.1 
• SharePoint 2007 
• Fedora 3.4 
Fedora and Sakai have well-defined web service APIs that were used in support of the CLIF Project’s 
code.  In the case of SharePoint the interaction was achieved by using a C# middleware layer, called 
Hydranet, to communicate with the Fedora APIs.  Whereas the APIs and interfaces for all three 
systems were available to allow for systems integration, it became swiftly apparent that applying 
these was not as straightforward as might have been hoped.  There have been a number of 
initiatives over the years to identify a common API for integrating content management systems.  In 
the library world Z39.50
11
 had this as one of its original foci by providing an abstracted interface 
through which different systems could talk to one another.  Open Service Interface Definitions 
(OSIDs)
12
 also aimed to deliver this abstraction for learning systems, and Java community processes 
have also tackled the issue through development of the JSR 170 specification
13
 (and subsequent 
versions, JSR-283 and JSR-333).  The main issue for all of these has been the relative low level of 
adoption, certainly by the systems under investigation in CLIF, but also within the University sector.  
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A current initiative attracting a high level of interest and buy-in is CMIS (Content Management 
Interoperability Services)
14
.  Whilst not available to the CLIF project, the advent of this latest 
specification to facilitate effective API links between systems will be of interest for the future. 
Shaping the content within the systems 
In attempting to produce tools that might be of broader applicability than just the partner 
institutions, the team were faced with the problem of structuring the digital content being used 
across the systems.  This is of particular relevance when using Fedora where it is important to have a 
clear understanding of this structure so as to properly build the digital objects within it.  The Fedora 
repository software provides an architecture with which myriad content structures can be created 
and within them digital objects conforming to any number of patterns.  How, then, can digital 
objects be produced in a way that might have broad acceptance?  The team was fortunate to be 
operating in parallel with developments in the Hydra project
15
 , and chose to adopt the data 
modelling recommendations from this
16
. The work of the Hydra project has attracted international 
interest and many universities (and others) worldwide have been supportive of the guidelines that it 
has produced for building digital objects within Fedora.  Through adopting this approach we thus set 
out to enable Sakai and SharePoint to create Hydra-compliant objects. 
Development process 
This review and design stage valuably informed work to develop code that would enable the two 
integrations: Sakai with Fedora and SharePoint with Fedora.  Each site (Hull and King’s) concentrated 
primarily on one of the integrations and code was then shared through a common SVN for review 
and comment where this was appropriate.  Each site also then used the other’s developer to test 
what was written.  Thus it was that the majority of the work on Sakai was done in Hull (where Sakai 
is the institutional virtual learning environment) and King’s took the lead on SharePoint 
development, building on local institutional SharePoint developments.  The detail of the 
development work, the outcomes and the installation procedures are documented at length in the 
technical appendix to the CLIF Project’s Final Report (Awre, Green, Thampi, Thompson and 
Waddington 2011).  All code produced by the project has been made available via a github site
17
 for 
others to work with and, hopefully, develop further. 
Fedora-Sakai integration 
Sakai describes itself as a “collaboration and learning environment”
18
.  In the UK we would describe 
it as a ‘virtual learning environment’ whereas colleagues in the US would more likely use the term 
‘learning management system’.  Sakai is organised around the provision of sites: each module may 
have its own site, but organisational units such as departments, or teams or individuals within these 
may also have their own site, all with appropriate membership.  Part of the functionality available to 
Sakai users, within the sites of which they are a member, is a resources area where they can store 
digital materials of their own and potentially share them across sites with other users of their Sakai 
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installation.  Users are able to organise their materials in a conventional tree structure and the 
system provides them with the expected management functions: upload, copy, edit, move, delete 
and so on.  These functions can be applied to individual files, to whole folders or to sections of the 
tree.  Shared resources from other sites can similarly be represented in the user’s resources area.  
Building on work started in the JISC CTREP project
19
 at University of Highlands and Islands, the CLIF 
integration work has allowed us to portray a Fedora repository as one such ‘other site’ through a 
specific application of the ContentHostHandler, and to allow appropriate Sakai management 
functionality around its content. 
           
Figure 1: Diagram of Sakai Content Hosting Handler model 
From a user’s perspective the repository looks and behaves like any other Sakai site and is 
represented to them using the familiar tree paradigm.  Crucially, the standard Sakai management 
functionality allows them to copy and move digital content in either direction between their 
workspace and an ‘other site’ and thus between their workspace and a Fedora repository so 
represented.  
The flexibility of this approach means that the CLIF Sakai integration software allows the user to 
choose if and when they should transfer materials between the two systems according to lifecycle 
requirements.  Sakai users are not necessarily able to interact with all the content of the repository: 
a configuration file specifies an access point in the repository hierarchical structure below which 
they have access: thus, interaction may be focused around a collection of open educational 
resources within the repository.  By transferring it into repository folders digital content is 
potentially shared outside the Sakai environment and may be in a better location for medium- or 
long-term preservation. 
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Figure 2: Sakai resources screen showing local and repository resources ready for copy/paste
When digital content is transferred to the repository 
repository object around it.  In creating these objects we attempt to capture
metadata that Sakai may contain about the content and store it in the repository as MODS.  It is 
regrettable that Sakai does not currently provide support to bring such metadata back into its 
environment when transfer occurs in the reverse
The code produced during the CLIF project assumes that a Sakai user has full read/write permissions 
in the area of the Fedora repository with which they can interact.  This may not be an appropriate 
approach in some institutions; indeed it is not suited to
its institutional repository.  Post project, additional work 
of the Sakai integration code which allows users to browse (read
the repository under Sakai’s access point but write only into one part of that tree.  In Hull, all 
materials deposited into our repository pass through a quality assurance stage and this writeable 
area will correspond to the quality assurance queue for learnin
managing this queue will be able to supplement the limited descriptive metadata coming from Sakai 
before exposing the new materials to appropriate repository users.
Lifecycle management 
Those testing this integration sof
follows, deliberately, the recognised Sakai paradigm for accessing resources
operation perhaps obscures the complexity of the underlying processes and the work that was
undertaken to achieve them, though the seamless integration resulting from this was much 
appreciated.   The ability to browse the Fedora repository from within Sakai was considered helpful 
as a way of identifying and using materials not already within the
emphasised that the most valuable way of accessing content was in context, with links to wherever 
it was, so taking users to the repository may be useful on occasion rather than seeing it through 
Sakai.  In discussing what movem
between throwaway or repeatable content and reference or irregular use content was made, with 
the repository playing a greater role for the latter.  In such cases, copying or moving content needed
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to be undertaken with a clear understanding about storage, to avoid duplication.  A key piece of 
Sakai functionality, to upload a new version, was considered to be helpful in allowing management 
of different versions.  Where content was being referenced in Sakai, there seemed little point 
moving it into Sakai when it could be referenced where it was.  Moving content into the repository 
was most obviously useful when archiving it, and it was considered to be particularly valuable if 
many objects could be moved in one go (resulting in bulk ingest to the repository).  In general, the 
ability to move around lots of content quickly was considered essential to save time.   
Fedora-SharePoint integration 
The SharePoint MySite template was chosen as the base site template for the implementation of the 
CLIF integration work.  As a dedicated personal site, MySite provides users with a single location to 
manage all of their documents (through a document library), other content, and tasks, as well as 
their calendar and contacts. It enables users to create their own workspaces and share selected 
personal information, content and documents with other users.  Privacy groups also allow users to 
specify permissions to access information on shared pages. MySite thus offered a logical place to 
facilitate interaction with a repository for personal content lifecycle management.  However, much 
of the CLIF functionality is independent of the site template chosen and could equally well be 
deployed on other SharePoint site templates. 
Overall, the SharePoint Fedora integration enables deposit to Fedora and retrieval of documents 
from Fedora via the SharePoint user interface. When moving documents from Fedora, metadata is 
appended to the Fedora object to enable subsequent identification, search and retrieval of the 
content. When documents are retrieved from Fedora to SharePoint, only the content payload is 
returned.  The CLIF SharePoint integration software enables documents to be transferred to private 
repository locations that have restricted access as well as public repository folders that are open 
access. 
Deposit of individual documents to a private repository folder can be performed in one of two ways. 
Copy to Repository adds a Fedora object containing the document and associated metadata to the 
repository, leaving the SharePoint document in situ. Move to Repository performs a similar 
operation, except that the document is removed from the SharePoint document library. In order to 
enable rapid retrieval of the document to SharePoint, an Archive list is provided in the SharePoint 
document library that contains a hyperlink to the location of the document in Fedora.  
Publish to Repository enables deposit of a document and metadata to a public repository folder. The 
list of publishable repository locations is configured by an administrator and is made visible to a 
MySite user via a pull-down menu. Publish to Repository also provides the option to initiate an 
approval workflow, taking advantage of SharePoint’s capabilities in this area. Once submitted by the 
user, an approval task is created for the approver and the task appears on the MySite homepage of 
the approver. Additionally, if connection to an email server has been configured, the approver can 
receive a notification by email of the pending task. The approver has the option to approve or reject 
the document as well as providing comments in a text box for the submitter. Once the review task 
has been completed, the submitter can review the task status via their MySite homepage, possibly 
also after email notification. 
Deposit of individual documents can be selected from the pull
document in a document library as illustrated in Figure *
document library. Project Title and Con
form. Publishable Status indicates whether documents have been published or copied to a private 
repository folder. Document Approval Workflow indicates the current status of the publication 
approval workflow. 
Figure 3: Pop-up menu with options for depositing item to repository
The features Copy to Repository and Move to Repository enable the user to 
locations in the repository. The repository browse form
folders can be configured by the 
example. In addition, the user can create new folders.
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In order to support deposit of multiple documents to the repository, bulk move and copy operations 
are supported. These are named 
options retaining the file or a link to the repository as for single files
selected from the Site Actions tab of the document library as illustrated in Figure *.
Figure 5: 
As noted earlier, when using the Move option for single or multiple files the files themselves are not 
retained in SharePoint.  However, a link is.  
Archive list from the left side bar of the document li
required document and clicking on Retrieve from Repository as illustrated in Figure *.
Figure 
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and retrieval of documents in Fedora. The browser can be used to retrieve documents from both 
public and private repository folders. The Repository Explorer option is selectable from the Site 
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Actions tab of the MySite document library as illustrated in Figure *.  The user has the option to 
select the root of the repository folder tree they wish to browse. The options to browse from the 
MySite root folder and the Publishable Locations are standard for every user. If the user has 
administrative rights, they can also navigate the CLIF root folder. 
In summary, the SharePoint-Fedora integration is based on a set of 34 features that can be deployed 
as a complete solution. Individual features can be activated or deactivated by a MySite administrator 
in order to customise the functionality available to MySite users. The CLIF.Solutions project contains 
the feature definitions. All the C# code is contained in separate projects. The creation of Fedora 
XACML policies to manage Fedora access permissions is contained in the PolicyManagement project. 
The Hydranet project contains methods that call the Fedora API-M SOAP services, and perform 
Fedora object creation.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7: Structure of the SharePoint-Fedora integration solution 
The current solution has been developed and tested on SharePoint 2007. The CLIF team performed 
selective porting of the solution to SharePoint 2010 following its release. Modifications are required 
to the CLIF.Solutions project, reflecting the fact that feature definitions in SharePoint 2007 and 2010 
are incompatible, but the C# libraries can themselves be reused without change. 
Lifecycle management 
In discussing the ability to simply copy materials to the repository from SharePoint, it was stressed y 
those testing it that there needed be clear motivation for doing so.  This is no different to previous 
experience of getting people to deposit in a repository, but is a motivation that needs to address the 
context of the user: if the content is sitting well and being managed well within SharePoint, why do I 
need to move it?  The archival case was considered one of the strongest cases, but needs to be 
made clear (or mandatory) as it is also recognised that not everything needs archiving.  There was 
some concern raised in allowing copying that this would result in duplication, which may have an 
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application) 
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calls 
Solution deployment 
auditing implication.  The ability to move content also needed such auditing so as to clarify where 
the version of record is being kept, though as a process it could be useful in formal archiving tasks.  
The ability to publish to the repository via a workflow was felt to be very useful and capitalising on a 
strength of SharePoint.  This was a way to incorporate relevant checks on the content before 
deposit.  If browsing the repository from SharePoint, it was necessary to make it clear that the 
results are externally hosted, but also helpful that it would be possible to access external sources 
from within the working environment. 
The common view expressed was that content would primarily move from SharePoint to the 
repository, but this was mainly as a result of a lack of immediate use cases apparent in moving 
content the other way (even if you can search it usefully).  This in part related to needing to be sure 
about access arrangements (what can I use?) and in part the need to keep track of what was where.  
Where preservation was noted as a requirement there was a clearly recognised need to also make 
sure it was clear what was where, and to minimise system use and duplication where possible. 
Conclusions 
The work of the CLIF project has been a successful exploration of how integration between different 
types of content management systems can be enabled.  These integrations help to demonstrate how 
digital content lifecycle management can take place across systems.  More specifically, the project 
reached the following conclusions: 
• The management of digital content lifecycles has been extensively explored in the literature, 
from many different perspectives and in many different subject and content domains.  The 
majority of these explorations focus on the processes involved in managing the different 
steps of the lifecycle, and whilst there is variation there is also a great deal of consensus in 
the descriptions of digital content lifecycles.  This project has not sought to replicate this 
work or add to the variations in existence, rather to focus on implementation of digital 
content lifecycle principles across multiple systems.  This practical aspect of how a digital 
content lifecycle can be put into practice is far less explored in the literature.  This may be 
because technologies change and consistency in process is more important that focusing on 
specific systems; it may be that different domains put their findings into practice using 
technology designed for that domain, and do not have an identified need to move out of 
that domain.  The literature suggests both.  CLIF challenges in particular this latter position 
by recognising that different systems used to manage digital content within a University do 
not have to work in isolation, but can be used together. 
 
• The technical integration work carried out has successfully demonstrated that diverse 
content management systems can be brought together to allow the seamless movement of 
content between them.  Having identified a set of use cases from interviews with local users, 
we were nevertheless keen to ensure that implementing these use cases did not preclude 
other uses for the movement of content between the systems, and implemented them in as 
generic a way as possible.  This has resulted in a flexible set of outputs that can be further 
developed and applied.  Our evaluations revealed additional functionality and use cases that 
could be implemented, and we anticipate further use cases emerging as we implement the 
project’s outputs more widely and more users become familiar with what is feasible. 
 
• The work required to carry out the integration has been extensive and detailed, and it can 
also be concluded that the lack of the most up-to-date standards in the interfaces for 
content management presented by all three systems under investigation does not make the 
task of getting such systems to work together any easier.  It is concluded from this 
experience that content management systems should be encouraged to make it as easy to 
get content out as it is to get content into them in order to facilitate seamless flow and 
enable the digital content lifecycle across systems. 
 
• An assumption at the start of the project was that we would be agnostic about the direction 
in which content might flow between the systems once integrated.  Evaluation feedback 
clearly suggests that the repository’s archival capability is regarded as one of its strongest 
assets, and the area that the other systems could not offer comparable functionality on.  
Hence, the primary flow of content is into the repository.  Having said this, the capability of 
moving content directly from the repository to the content management system also 
encouraged more active use of the repository.  The role of the repository within a University 
would seem be regarded in terms of what it can offer that the other systems cannot, rather 
than try and compete on all levels.  Whilst there is clear benefit in playing to one’s strengths 
there is a challenge to clarify better at an institutional level what functionality is offered by 
different content management systems, so as to more fully understand how different stages 
of the digital content lifecycle can be best enabled.  
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